LARGE RANGE OF QUALITY USED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT JUST ARRIVED

HUMIDICRIBS
In Excellent Condition
5 x Quality Atom and Airshields Intensive care incubator humidicribs just arrived.
Heating and 02 therapy with alarms.

PRICE
$1,800 INCL. GST

See page 2 for details
5 AVAILABLE

DENYER OPERATING TABLES
Quality heavy duty operating tables
Large range of quality ex hospital heavy duty tables

FROM $2,800 INCL. GST 5 AVAILABLE

See page 3 for details

DATEX PATIENT MONITORS
Capnomac Ultima quality patient monitors
C02 Monitoring at a great price

• Capnography Monitor (end Tidal C02)
• Anaesthetic Agent Monitoring
• Respiration rate and oxygen

See page 3 for details

GEMINI AND GRASEBY INFUSION PUMPS
Special Offer

Gemini PC 1 infusion pumps
12 AVAILABLE
PRICED AT $980 ea INCL. GST

From $395 INCL. GST

Graseby 500 Infusion pumps
100 units just arrived

See page 5 for details

Austvet Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 489, Yarra Glen Vic 3775
phone: 1300 883 937  fax: (03) 5797 8100
email: david@austvet.com.au  web: austvet.com.au
HUMIDICRIB - PATIENT INTENSIVE CARE UNITS

Atom Mobile Infant Humidicribs with Heating

Be quick only 5 available

All in excellent condition

Just arrived 5 quality ex hospital infant care units. Ideal for busy small animal hospitals

Models available:

2 x Incubator Atom V850sc
3 x Airshields C200

- All units have digital Controls with heating alarms
- All recently serviced and in excellent condition

$1,800 INCL. GST

DATEX PATIENT MONITORS

Full anaesthetic ETC02 Monitors

- Quality Datex patient monitors.
- Capnography units monitors End tidal CO2
- Tubing supplied with anaesthetic adaptor to connect to standard anaesthetic Y piece
- These units also monitor all Anaesthetic agents including Isoflurane and Sevoflurane.
- Ideal for checking the accuracy of your vaporiser.
- Also indicates respiration rate and O2 airway levels.

$980 INCL. GST

12 AVAILABLE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
DENYER OPERATING TABLES (FOUR TYPES OF TABLE AVAILABLE)

Denyer Stainless Steel Operating Table (1 Available)
- Denyer stainless steel operating table
- Supplied with table mats
- Fully adjustable table.
- End segments can be dropped down or removed if required
- Heavy duty hydraulics in excellent condition.
- Recently serviced

Price

Denyer XRT 3000 Operating Table (1 Available)
- With x-ray top and mats supplied.
- Fully adjustable table
- End segments can be dropped down or removed if required
- Heavy duty hydraulics
- Recently serviced

Price

Denyer XRT 2000 Operating Table (1 Available)
- In good condition
- See description below

Price

Denyer XRT 2000 Operating Table (1 Available)
- In excellent condition, hardly used
- Replacement price over $15,000
- X-ray top and
- Fully adjustable table
- End segments can be dropped down or removed if required
- Heavy duty hydraulics

Price

ESCHMANN OPERATING TABLE

Operating Table with fixed mats in excellent condition

- Heavy duty hydraulics
- Fully adjustable
- End segments can be dropped down if required

Price

1 AVAILABLE

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE 1300 883 937 OR FAX TO (03) 5797 8100
ULCO ELITE 615 ANAESTHETIC UNITS

15 Ulco 615 Elite quality Anaesthetic units have just arrived

- All stainless Steel Units
- Mobile
- Overhead equipment shelf
- 2 drawers
- Oxygen Rotameter
- Emergency Flush valve
- Circle absorber
- Selectatec vaporiser mount
- On board oxygen cylinder mount
- Large cylinder inlet at rear

Mobile Units
FROM $1,900 INCL. GST
(Vaporiser additional)

ULCO BENCH TOP/PORTABLE ANAESTHETIC UNIT

Rare Ulco compact unit in as new condition

- With new circle absorber.
- Can be wall mounted, bench mounted and is also portable

Ideal for surgery wanting a quality unit with limited space

Be quick only 1 left

$2,600 INCL. GST

Iso vaporiser additional

ULCO SMALL ANIMAL VENTILATORS

Late model Ulco EV500 Anaesthetic Ventilators

In excellent condition

Connects to most standard anaesthetic units, including ULCO, DATEX and all TEC type machines.

All instructions, hoses and power leads supplied.

6 Available $690 EA INCL. GST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
Quality refurbished, fully maintained Graseby Volumetric Infusion Pumps

Now is the time to upgrade your infusion pumps

Austvet has available a large number of these quality volumetric, digital infusion pumps. All have been refurbished by our biomedical engineer. We have negotiated a special price on dedicated Graseby giving sets of $7.50 per giving set (normal price $18.40). This makes the Graseby extremely affordable with the low cost of dedicated giving sets.

SPECIAL OFFER

Buy 1 pump at $495 EACH INCL. GST
Buy 2 Pumps at $450 EACH INCL. GST
Buy 3 Pumps at $400 EACH INCL. GST

All of the Graseby pumps are in excellent condition and come with a 6 Month Warranty.
- Compact Unit (5 kg)
- Can be clipped together
- Digital Display
- Easy to use
- Delivers 1ml to 999ml per hour
- Adjustable occlusion settings

NOW WITH LOW COST GIVING SETS
Giving Sets now only $7.50 each (all prices inclusive of GST)

GEMINI PC1 INFUSION PUMPS

Now available a limited number of PC1 Infusion Pumps

100 x Pumps just arrived

All pumps have been through the Alaris workshop for calibration and servicing and have a 6 month warranty.

$395 EACH INCL. GST

Gemini PC1 Infusion Pump
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

SMALL ANIMAL ENDSOCPE

Complete small animal endoscope with Pentax light source (not illustrated)

- Ideal small animal general purpose scope in good condition
- 5mm diameter and 40cm operating length, with biopsy channel and suction control
- 2 way tip deflection
- Ideal for upper airways in dogs and soft pallet visualization
- Supplied in portable carry case

Be quick, one only

$2,300 INCL. GST

2.7MM AND 3.5MM ASIF ORTHOPAEDIC STOCK CLEARANCE

Austvet’s complete stock clearance of all 2.7mm and 3.5mm ASIF orthopaedic Implants

- A great opportunity to purchase a large quantity of these quality implants at below our initial cost.
- List price at over $13,000 now available for only $4,900 inc GST
- The stock is too vast to list here, if required we can supply a complete stock list
- Over 800 screws, limited number of plates and instrumentation
- Ideal for busy orthopaedic hospital
- All implants and instruments are compatible with Synthies and Aesculap products

Phone for further details

$4,900 INCL. GST

CLEMENTS SURGICAL SUCTION PUMPS

- High volume, high pressure (adjustable) surgical suction pumps
- Very hard to obtain quality Australian made surgical pumps
- These are a true surgical suction pump and not a light weight aspiration pump
- Heavy duty motor
- All regularly serviced and maintained
- Large volume jar
- Adjustable suction control
- Air filter
- All hoses and suction tips supplied
- Ready to use
- Ideal small animal or equine unit
- 240v operation

$490 EA INCL. GST

10 Available

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL

At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa

JULY/AUG 2014

To place your order phone 1300 883 937 or fax to (03) 5797 8100

**PHILIPS ECG DEFIBRILATOR**
Portable ECG with Screen display and Printer
Can be used as a stand-alone ECG. Easy to use.

$650 INCL. GST
1 Available

**PHILIPS ECG DEFIBRILATOR (#2)**
Late model Yellow ECG defibrillator
Can be used as a stand-alone ECG with Printer.

$790 INCL. GST
1 Available

**WELCH ALYN OPHTHALMOSCOPE**
With battery handle
In excellent condition

$95 INCL. GST

**LEICA BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE**
Quality Binocular Microscope in excellent condition
- Metal grey in colour
- 3 objectives 10x 40x 100x oil
- Mechanical stage full coaxial adjustment
- Built in light base.

Be quick one only

$495 INCL. GST

**VALLEYYLAB SSE2K**
Quality Valleylab electrosurgical unit in excellent condition
- Ready to use

$2,100 INCL. GST

Supplied with:
- Monopolar hand switching Pencil
- Stainless steel reusable patient earth plate

**OKOMOTO AUTOMATIC X-RAY PROCESSOR**
Quality Okomoto Processor on stand in as new condition

$1,200 INCL. GST
1 Available

Supplied with:
- Monopolar hand switching Pencil
- Stainless steel reusable patient earth plate

**LEICA BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE**
Quality Binocular Microscope in excellent condition
- Metal grey in colour
- 3 objectives 10x 40x 100x oil
- Mechanical stage full coaxial adjustment
- Built in light base.

Be quick one only

$495 INCL. GST
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

TWIN O VAC SURGICAL SUCTION UNITS

Quality CIG oxygen surgical suction units in as new condition

- Connects to oxygen regulator outlet in line to anaesthetic unit
- 400ml capacity jar
- Easy to clean
- Supplied with suction hose and hand piece

$190 EA INCL. GST

10 Available

OXYGEN FLOW METERS

Oxygen therapy flow meters

- CIG health care units 0 to 15 litres per minute
- Supplied with oxygen hose adaptor to take nasal catheter

$69 ea INCL. GST

15 Available All in as new condition

SEVOFLURANE VAPORISERS

Quality Bleese Sevoflurane Vaporisers in excellent condition

- Purchase the “next generation” of anaesthetic vaporiser at a great price
- Standard selectatec fitting fits all selectatec bar type machines

$650 EA INCL. GST

5 Available

AESCULAP CAUTERY UNIT

Thermo Electro Cautery unit in excellent condition with a range of cautery burners

- 240v operation
- Quality Aesculap model

$275 INCL. GST

ULTRASONIC CLEANER

2 litre Ultrasonic Instrument cleaner

In excellent condition

$275 INCL. GST

BEINAIR DENTAL POLISHER

Small Animal electric foot controlled dental polisher

Rubber polishing cups supplied

$190 INCL. GST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL

At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa